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I. Fill In the blanks:
1. All plants require _________________ to grow.
2. A small plant is called a _________________.
3. ____________ makes food for the plants.
4. A tall plant is called a ___________.
5. Flowers grow from ____________.
6. The four friends of plants are water, sunlight, soil and _________.
7. The small coloured parts of a flower are called _____________.
8. _____________ fixes the plant inside the soil.
9. Leaves grow on _____________.
10. One seeded fruit _________________.
II. Fill in the blanks with help box:
(Lotus, Rose, creeper, grass)
1. Plants grow along the ground ______________.
2. Example of shrub plant _____________.
3. A plant grows in water _____________.
III. Choose the correct answer:
1. Water melon is a _________ (creeper / climber)
2. Plants that climb on a wall is called _____________ (climber / herb)
3. Small plant with strong stem ___________ (shrub / tree)
4. The flowers of a plant produce ___________ (seeds / fruit)
5. Green leaves make _____________ for the plant (food / stem)
6. Which part of a plant takes in water from the soil? _______________ (stem / root)
7. Which need air, food, sunlight and water? __________________ (book / plants)

-28. Carrots are ___________ vegetables. (stem / root)
9. Which comes from a plant? ____________(cotton / plastics)
10. _______________ is a few seeded fruit (orange / guava)
IV. Rearrange the following words:

woeflr

-

____________________

acnrhb

-

____________________

dub

-

______________________

toro

-

______________________

etms

-

__________________
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rutif

-

_____________________

V.True or false:
1. Plants can live without water

-

2. Flowers can be of many different colours

-

3. Roots hold a plant in the ground

-

4. Plants make their own food

-

5. All leaves look same

-

6. Plants are living things

-

7. All plants are of same size

-

8. Plants are growing in the soil

-

9. A bud is a young flower

-

10. Some flowers give off a sweet scent

-

VI. Who am I?
1. I grow below the soil.

______________________

2. I have beautiful coloured petals.

_______________________

3. I protect the seeds within me.

_______________________

4. I am green flat part of a plant with different sizes and shapes.
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________________

5. I am small plant with weak stem.

_________________

6. I am tall and strong.

_________________

7. I am hard part inside the fruit.

_________________

8. I am a small part of the plant that develops into a flower.

_________________

VII. Circle the odd one:
1. grass,

tree,

mint,

pot

2. flower,

bud,

cat,

fruit

3. branch,

steel,

leaf,

stem

4. root,

foot,

thorn,

vegetable

5. orange,

potato,

cup,

peas

VIII. What do plants need to grow well?

Plants have healthy roots, leaves and ___________________(ssmet) to grow well.
Plants also need warmth to survive. This comes mainly from the _____________
(nsu).
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VIII. Match the following:

1. thorn

2. herb

-

-

3. shrub

-

4. flower

-

5.creeber

-

6. climber

-

